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From Sketch To Vision

creative wedding invitation suites

Is the wedding invitation still relevant in our modern
digital age? Absolutely, more than ever! The
invitation offers a glimpse into the personality of the
couple to be married and sets the tone for the
wedding celebration. Used to relay the particulars of
the nuptials, the invitation is a part of the wedding
stationery suite, which ties the entire wedding
together – from the  “save  the  date”  announcement  to  
the thank you cards.

With endless options, styles, materials and delivery, I
encourage my clients to create a wedding stationery
suite that fits in with their wedding concept. As a
practical matter, working on the wedding stationery
is usually one of the early tasks and serves as a
timely opportunity for the couple to refine their
wedding concept. I've included sketches to illustrate
how an invitation concept gets transformed from
idea to production. Even though the sketches are
rough and elementary, they are a very effective way
to communicate and inspire a collaborative
development process between designer, client and
those who will execute the end product.
Along the way, there are fun ways to get involved in
the DIY aspects to put a personal stamp and
handiwork  on  the  “save-the-date”  announcements,  
invitations, table numbers, escort cards, favors and
thank you cards.

WAYNE IS THE FOUNDER OF MOMENTS BY WAYNE GURNICK. WAYNE PROVIDES WEDDING AND EVENT PLANNING SERVICES ACROSS
THE UNITED STATES. AS A PERSONALIZED FULL SERVICE EVENT PLANNER, THE COMPANY ASSISTS CLIENTS WITH EVERY ASPECT OF
THEIR EVENT OR CELEBRATION -- FROM CONCEPT TO PRODUCTION. THE COMPANY HAS LAUNCHED THE ULTIMATE WEDDING
PLANNING SYSTEMTM TO HELP THE DIY BRIDE PLAN HER OWN WEDDING, WITH 24/7 ACCESS TO WAYNE GURNICK AND HIS STAFF.
IN ADDITION TO A LIVE 24/7 WEDDING PLANNING HOTLINE, THIS SERVICE INCLUDES PERSONALIZED VENDOR REFERRALS AND A
SYSTEM OF TOOLS AND RESOURCES USED BY WAYNE FOR OVER 20 YEARS TO PLAN HUNDREDS OF WEDDINGS. WAYNE IS ACCREDITED
BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF FLORAL DESIGNERS AND HOSTS AN ONLINE RADIO SHOW
WEDDING WORDS OF WISDOMTM.
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In  the  1600’s,  before  the  printing  press  was  invented,  
the news of an upcoming wedding was shared by the
town crier walking through the streets and anyone
within earshot would become part of the celebration.
Wedding invitations have come a long way since
then!
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Sweet Smell of Lavender
I always try to incorporate elements that
appeal to all the senses; in this set, lavender is
the main event. With its distinctive sweet
aroma, lavender will set the tone for the
wedding and each element of the invitation will
be incorporated in the wedding design – butter
yellow, pistachio green and lavender color
scheme reflected in bridal party attire and
bundles of lavender used in the ceremony and
reception floral decor. The butter yellow satin
fabric used to cover the invitation box will also
be used for table linen. For this outdoor
wedding, we designed a fan for guests to use
during the garden ceremony and incorporated
a vibrant image of lavender instead of the real
thing. During assembly, we inserted lavender
buds into the fold of the fan to incorporate an
additional layer – the fragrance of the garden.
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DIY aspects include: creating miniature
bouquets of lavender for the invitation box,
attaching a delicate stem of lavender and
rhinestones to the invitation and place cards.
Lavenderfanatic.com is a great resource for
dried and preserved lavender.
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This set is a good example of how to build a concept around a
single object – a simple red button! Knowing that the wedding
would  take  place  on  Valentine’s  Day,  we  focused  on  buttons  
and  hearts.    A  “save-the-date”  was  created  with  the  tagline  “We  
couldn’t  keep  it  buttoned  up!” The invitations incorporate a
platinum grey and cherry red color scheme. Hearts and
buttons are used for the envelope seal. The collection of 5
cards make up the complete invitation and are held together
with a platinum gray grommet on the front and a red button on
the back. The wedding program is perforated for guests to
remove and use as a guide on the wedding weekend. Tent style
escort cards are adorned with a large white button denoting
the  table  number.    The  “icing  on  the  cake”  is  the  wedding  favor  
– our  client’s  grandmother’s  recipe  will  be  used  for  wedding  
cookies shaped as buttons. We will use vintage twine to tie the
envelopes and as bows on the favors.
DIY aspects include: attaching mini buttons to form the heart on
the  “save-the-dates”,  baking  cookies  and  assembling  wedding  
favors.
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Love: All Buttoned Up
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Rosie  and  Kevin  envisioned  a  50’s  style  theme  for  their  
springtime wedding. The design incorporated rosy pink
and black, with the focus on a convertible car symbolic
of  the  50’s  cruising  culture.    The  silhouette  of  the  bride  
and groom was created by an artist from an image of
Rosie and Kevin.
DIY aspects included assembling the invitations – scoring
and folding of the pocket fold, layering the printed paper
stock and the tying of satin ribbon on the invitation as
well as attaching a miniature key to the escort cards, using thin black satin ribbon.
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Rosie Ride
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Spring Romance
Using colors of peach, green and pink and a
limited time frame and budget, we designed a
collection incorporating a favorite flower – the
peony. This set designed in peach champagne,
chartreuse green, cotton candy pink and fuchsia
is highlighted by a hand-made paper peony and
butterfly. Adorning the envelope with a favorite
image of a flower is an easy way to incorporate
color and design into the wedding invitation and
is an unexpected touch.
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Need a DIY flower tutorial? The Crafty Blog
Stalker is a good place to start.
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Sometimes you have to go far to come back to where
you need to be and so it was with the creative process
for this wedding. The iconic Santa Monica Pier was the
inspiration for this summer wedding and we chose the
Ferris wheel as a focal image. We were all over the
map with different pieces of information that our
clients wanted to use to tell the story of their
relationship.    Their  “save-the-date”  became  
the vehicle, using icons symbolic of their
journey. The destination of their wedding
reception, near the Santa Monica Pier,
became the final stop. Rather than using the
Pier itself, we selected a singular icon, the
Ferris wheel located at the Pier. Our
challenge was that none of the images of this
attraction were well suited for letterpress
printing. So, I hand-sketched the Ferris
wheel and the printer created a letterpress
plate for printing. The Ferris wheel became
our ultimate icon and was used throughout.
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Ferris Wheel
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